Crustal movement is one of the main factors influencing the change of the Earth system, especially in its vertical direction, which affects people's daily life through the frequent occurrence of earthquakes, geological disasters, and so on. In order to get a better study and application of the vertical crustal movement, as well as its changes, the foundation and prerequisite areto devise and establish its reference frame; especially, a unified global reference frame is required. Since SLR (satellite laser ranging) is one of the most accurate space techniques for monitoring geocentric motion and can directly measure the ground station's geocentric coordinates and velocities relative to the centre of the Earth's mass, we proposed to take the vertical velocity of the SLR technique in the ITRF2008 framework as the reference frame of vertical crustal motion, which we defined as the SLR vertical reference frame (SVRF). The systematic bias between other velocity fields and the SVRF was resolved by using the GPS (Global Positioning System) and VLBI (very long baseline interferometry) velocity observations, and the unity of other velocity fields and SVRF was realized, as well. The results show that it is feasible and suitable to take the SVRF as a reference frame, which has both geophysical meanings and geodetic observations, so we recommend taking the SLR vertical velocity under ITRF2008 as the global reference frame of vertical crustal movement.
Introduction
Along with the high frequency occurrence of earthquakes and geological disasters, it is necessary to study crustal movements, especially in the vertical direction. Many experts have researched the vertical crustal movements in different areas and regions [1] [2] [3] [4] . For instance, Brown and Oliver [1] studied the vertical crustal movements in the Eastern United States by levelling data of the Vertical Control Net carried out by the NGS (National Geodetic Survey). With the development of space geodetic techniques, people study vertical crustal movements and earthquakes through very long baseline interferometry(VLBI), SLR and GPS, sometimes integrating other geophysical methods [5] [6] [7] [8] . Considerable effort and progress have also been made in the evolution of vertical crustal deformation models [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . For example, Bevis and Brown [13] sketched the development of station trajectory models used in crustal movement and described some recent generalizations of these models, which gave us a clear understanding in geodesy and geophysics. However, the foundation and prerequisite for studying global vertical crustal movement is actually to establish its reference frame. Some scholars and data analysis centres have made some exploratory and confirmatory studies on the reference Sensors 2016, 16 , 225 2 of 13 frame of vertical crustal motion.Mother et al. [14] pointed out that the geodetic reference system in four dimensions cannot be ignored because of the factors of Earth tides, plate motions, vertical crustal motions, and so on. Yurkina [15] indicated that some difficulties existed when establishing a reference system in vertical and crustal movement studies because of sea level changes considering variations of the Earth's gravitational field and displacements of the Earth's centre of mass (CM), and he also described the possibility by means of SLR techniques to study the vertical reference. Sun et al. [16] carried out a preliminary study of the reference frame of vertical crustal movements by using a postglacial rebound model. Dong et al. [17] indicated that an isostatic datum was inapplicable forstudying the present vertical crustal movement of the Chinese continent; therefore, a single-point dynamic vertical datum was discussed and established by using national high-precision levelling data. Zhang et al. [3, 11, 12] studied the datum of regional vertical crustal movement, which is based on the hypothesis of isostatic theory, and also analysed and fitted the deformation field of vertical crustal motion. As this method did not adopt global data, it was still a regional datum. Moreover, the results of global tectonic change proved that the hypothesis of an isostatic datum was not very accurate [2, 18, 19] . Jekeli and Dumrongchai [20] constructed the regional vertical datum IGLD85 (International Great Lakes Datum of 1985) by using satellite altimetry and level data. Bura et al. [21] realized a global vertical reference frame (GVRF) by using four regional and local vertical datums (LVDs) distributed worldwide through adopting the reference geopotential value, which was considered as a demonstration that the methodology proposed can be applied ata global scale. Amos and Featherstone [22] stated that New Zealand uses 13 separate local vertical datums based on geodetic levelling from 12 different tidegauges, and they attempted to use iterated quasi-geoid models to unify the vertical datum. Bevis et al. [23] presented a method for constructing and assessing the stability of a geometrical reference frame of vertical crustal movement. Donnelly et al. [24] and Haasdyk et al. [25] focused on the necessity and realization of a new geodetic datum for Australia and showed that if the geodetic datum is not updated, the systematic vertical bias will be 9 cm based on different datums. Crespi et al. [26] reviewed the definition and realization of geodetic reference frames and presented some relevant examples at both global and local levels, but did not expand the analysis of vertical reference frames, although which are widely applied.
From the overall perspective of the Earth system, some definitions and conceptions, for example the GVRF and the global vertical datum (GVD) [27] [28] [29] , have been put forward by several important organizations and symposiums, such as the IUGG (International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics), IAG (International Association of Geodesy), GGOS (Global Geodetic Observing System), IGGOS (Integrated GGOS), and so on. The above realizations are all complex with geometrically and geophysically-influenced factors and data collections, including the usual physical components (geoid and physical heights) and geometrical components (level ellipsoid and ellipsoidal heights). Vertical crustal movement is part of the change of the whole Earth system, so in this paper, we focus on the topic of the reference frame of vertical crustal movements, and we prefer to discuss it in ageometrical way and also include geophysical information based on the SLR technique itself.
A unified global reference frame of vertical crustal movements has a very significant meaning for a more rational and accurate global coordinate reference frame. Because of the disunity, the vertical velocity fields of global crustal movements are always distorted, even at the same co-located sites, and different techniques and data processing software applications give different results. Theoretically, vertical crustal movements should be defined as movements relative to the Earth's CM. The vertical component of velocities in the same station should be the same. Actually, data processing based on different reference frames brings different results, as well. For the same station's vertical component, different space geodetic data analysis centres around the world also publish different forms. For these reasons, the vertical data of various countries and regions in the world havebeen difficult to unify for a long time in the past, and such a situation will not only result in misunderstanding and confusion regarding application in the field of geodesy, but also restrict the observations used in various seismic, geological and geophysical fields and may even be misleading. Therefore, we definitely need to establish a unified global reference frame of vertical crustal movements in order to unify their velocity fields.
Velocity fields of global stations presented by different data analysis centres are almost constrained by the velocity vector based on the absolute plate motion model NNR-NUVEL1A (No net rotation-NUVEL1A) and established with one or more reference stations, while NNR-NUVEL1A can only give the station's horizontal direction velocity [30, 31] , which indicates that its implicit constraint is that the vertical velocity of the reference station may be constrained aszero; for example, Watkins and Eanes [32] constrained the Kauai site's vertical velocity to be zero according to the NNR-NUVEL1A model, which would have yielded vertical velocity uncertainties greater than 3 mm/yr. The actual situation is as follows: (1) the movement in the vertical direction of those reference stations changes by varying degrees; (2) the reference stations selected by different data analysis and processing centres are not exactly the same. The above conditions have caused disunity and the inaccurate use of the global vertical crustal movement reference frame.
From the theoretical analysis, crustal vertical movements should be defined as a motion relative to the Earth's CM, viz.the centre-of-mass of the total Earth system, which is the solid Earth and its fluid envelope and usually referred to as the geocenter [33] . The vertical velocity of one station should be the same, even when it is obtained by using different techniques, but in fact, due to the disunity of the reference frame of crustal vertical movements in different regions of the world, the results from some of the data analysis centres and regional data processing were different, and the resulting rate values differ even at the same station when they are obtained using different observation techniques, which limits the application of space observation techniques in national economical constructions. Therefore, it is necessary to unify the velocity fields of different data analysis centres and establish a uniform global reference frame of vertical crustal movements, which is currently an urgent problem in the field of global tectonics. This paper contributes by proposing a method of establishing the global reference frame of vertical crustal movements by using the SLR technique, which has a clear geophysical significance, is easy to implement and is suitable as a unified global reference frame of vertical crustal movements.
Method

Feasibility Analysis
After approximately 50 years of development, SLR is one of the most accurate space geodetic techniques: its single measurement precision has reached the sub-centimetre level, and it is currently the most accurate satellite tracking technique for monitoring the motion of the Earth's CM [33, 34] . SLR contributes to certain parameters of the reference frame, such as the origin and the scale [35, 36] , and the origin of the ITRF currently realized using only SLR data [33] . The ground station's coordinates with respect to the Earth's CM can be directly observed by the SLR technique; therefore, the station's vertical velocity measured by SLR is also relative to the Earth's CM. Since the movement of the Earth's CM reflects the complexity of movement and interaction within the Earth's interior and various spheres, the vertical movement relative to the Earth's CM can be seen as a reference frame of vertical crustal movement.
If the Earth's CM is taken as a reference point, its motion should be considered as relative to the Earth's centre. A geocenter refers to the CM of the entire Earth (including the oceans and atmosphere), which is unique. There are two motions of the Earth's CM: one is the movement of the CM in space, such as the revolution of the Earth's CM around the Sun; the other is in the Earth's interior, which is caused by the change in the distribution of the Earth's internal mass. The whole Earth (including the oceans and atmosphere) is a closed conservative system, because of the conservation of momentum, and thus, in theory, changes in the distribution of the Earth's internal mass will not affect the motion of the Earth's CM in space, but will only lead to variations of the geocentric position in the solid Earth's interior. Currently, the hot research topic is intended to mean the latter geocentric movement.
Geocentric movement is a very complex process, including not only both short-term and short-period items, but also long-term or long-term periods. Sun et al. [37] , based on the observations at the end of 19th centuryand theoretical calculations, indicated that at the time scale of 30 days to 10 years, the movement of the geocenter is within 1 cm; its primary cycle is annual, while its secondary one is six monthly, mainly due to the atmosphere, oceans and seasonal changes of surface water distribution. In accordance with the rule of movement of the Earth's CM, an average geocentric position resolved in its primary cycle is called the conventional geocenter. A variety of short-term or periodic-term changes of the instantaneous geocenter relative to the conventional geocenter could be corrected by solving the stations' mean coordinates, while long-term or long-cycle changes are reflected by the change of the station's mean coordinates. Guo et al. [38] observed the distance of satellite LAGEOS 1/2 (LAserGEOdynamics Satellite) by using SLR, calculated the geocentric motion in the period 1993-2006, carried out an analysis and also found that a long and periodic change in the geocentric motion exists, where seasonal variation is the primary item, mainly through the mass distribution of the Earth fluid sphere, such as the oceans, atmosphere, land water, and so on. Thus, the change of geocentric movement is mainly reflected in a short-term or short-term period, while the long-term or long-term period did not change significantly, moreover when resolved, which can be reflected in the change of the station's mean coordinates. In summary, when studying the station's change in thelongterm or a long period, the geocentric centre can be used as a reference point; namely, it is feasible to take the SLR vertical movement relative to the centre of the Earth as a reference frame of vertical crustal motion.
ITRF2008 was released in 2010. The time span of observations adopted with the SLR technique is 1983.0-2009.0, and the observation epoch isat 2005.0. The error of the observation stations' geocentric coordinate velocity is mostly within 1 mm/yr [6] . The velocity field obtained by the SLR technique under ITRF2008 is still based on time series, while compared toITRF2005, its observation accuracy and numbers have greatly improved. In summary, it is feasible to take the vertical velocity field obtained by the SLR technique under ITRF2008 as a global reference frame of vertical crustal movement. We discuss this in detail below and establish such a global unified reference frame of vertical crustal movements.
Establishment of Model
In theory, observation stations along the vertical direction of movement should be defined relative to the movement of the Earth's CM, but in practical application, each data analysis centre has a certain arbitrariness in defining its vertical movement's reference frame, mostly taking one or more stations' vertical velocity located in a tectonically-stable region constrained to zero as the defining of the vertical reference frame, and therefore, the vertical movement after the reunification in the concept is still not relative to the centre of the Earth. The SLR technique can directly measure the geocentric coordinate and velocity field if a large number of SLR stations within high precisions are selected on a global scale, whose measured vertical velocities constitute the reference frame of the global vertical crustal movements. If the vertical velocity measured by SLR is relative to the Earth's CM, a systematic bias between the other space-based observations and the SLR's observations will inevitably exist. Therefore, in order to eliminate the systematic bias between the SLR measured velocity field and the other counterparts, it is possible to achieve a unified global reference frame of vertical crustal movements relative to the Earth's CM. The systematic bias of different reference frames realized by different observed techniques is mainly reflected in the following aspects [39] :
(1) The coordinate origin is inconsistent. For example, the coordinate origin of VTRF (VLBI Terrestrial Reference Frame) is set by taking one SLR station's geocentric coordinate defined relative to the Earth's CM, and the station is co-located with VLBI and SLR, whose geocentric coordinate error will cause the deviation of the coordinate origin. In addition, different analysis centres may take different SLR stations to define the VTRF's coordinate origin, which will lead to deviation of the origin between each VTRF and between the VTRF and other terrestrial reference frames. Although the terrestrial reference frames realized by SLR, LLR (lunar laser ranging), GPS and other space techniques are achieved by dynamic techniques, the dynamic reference systems adopted by various techniques are different, and therefore, the coordinate origin implemented by them may not be exactly the same. Besides, various dynamic techniques only determine the coordinate origin of the reference frame relative to the Earth's CM to a certain precision. (2) Scale is not entirely consistent. The scale of each terrestrial reference frame achieved by a variety of space techniques is jointly determined by the value of the speed of light C, the Earth's gravitational constant GM(G is a gravitational constant, M represents the mass of the Earth) and the relativistic correction model. If each analysis centre uses different constants and models, this will lead to different scales for each terrestrial reference frame. Even if each analysis centre uses exactly the same constant and model, different observation techniques, different amounts of data and data processing methods also lead to a slightly different scale. (3) Orientation differs. The defining axis point of the terrestrial reference frame is inconsistent when using different epochs and the Earth's rotation parameters of different systems;there is a slight rotation between them. For example, although the BTS (Bureau International de l'Heure (BIH) Terrestrial System) andITRF sequence used BIH orientation parameters at epoch 1984.0, the other reference frame has adopted each defined parameter.
For two different frames, there are many transformation models when converting to the same frame. Here, we adopt the widely-used seven-parameter transformation and Hermelt transformation [23, [40] [41] [42] [43] . The transformation between two frames is as follows:
where T (T 1 , T 2 , T 3 ) are three translation parameters representing the difference of origins; R (R 1 , R 2 , R 3 ) are three rotation parameters denoting the difference in orientation; D is the scale deviation. X 1 and X 2 are two vectors representing two different coordinates of one co-located site based on different reference frames obtained by two different observation techniques. Due to the effect of plate motion, regional crustal deformation, postglacial rebound, and so on, station coordinates of the terrestrial reference frame will change over time. In order to maintain the stability of the conventional terrestrial reference frame, a high-precision reference frame always corresponds to a time epoch and a velocity field. The velocity field can be determined by a certain plate motion model (e.g., NNR-NUVEL1A [30, 31] or APKIM2005 (ActualPlate Kinematic and crustal deformation Model) [44] ) and can also be derived by observation results; nowadays a combination of the two is preferred. When the epoch of the conventional terrestrial reference frame changes, the transformation parameters will change, as well. Suppose that the rate of change of transformation parameters between two reference frames is . D. Then, Equation (1) is derived by time t, and Equation (2) is obtained as follows:
Because the rotation matrix is typically less than 10 milliseconds, when transformed to radians, its magnitude is 10´7-10´8, and the order of the velocity field . X 1 is just a few centimetres per year, so the item . RX 1 in Equation (2) is relatively small and can be neglected. The scale parameter D is generally in the magnitude of 10´6-10´7, so it can be neglected, as well. Thus, Equation (2) can be simplified as follows:
The expanded Equation (3) is: The vertical movement surveyed by SLR is relative to the Earth's CM. This means that there is a systematic bias between other velocity fields and the SLR velocity field. In order to obtain the systematic bias, co-located stations should be prepared using two techniques. Because different reference frames are adopted, the observation values of co-located stations are different. After systematic bias has been corrected, different velocity fields can be unified to a movement relative to the Earth's CM. Systematic bias can be solved in an iterative manner, but the premise is to use the co-located data in two different reference frames. By eliminating the systematic bias in the geocentric reference frame and then minimizing the sum of the square of the projection of the difference between each vertical velocity and the SLR value on every co-located site in the geocentric direction, the systematic bias can be calculated by iteration using the following equation [19, 45] : If the velocity field is provided with site velocity in the geocentric reference frame, it can be transformed into a topocentric coordinate system along the directions of east, north and vertical using Equation (6): » --
where ϕ i and λ i are the geocentric latitude and longitude of the i-th station, respectively, V x i , V y i and V z i are the three components of the geocentric velocity of the i-th station, respectively, and V e i , V n i and V u i are those of the topocentric velocity, respectively. In Equation (5), the projection vectors of the velocity field's vertical component on the geocentric reference frame are used in a systematic bias model. Therefore, vertical vectors should be calculated relative to the geocentric reference frame. The equation is as follows:
In Equation (4) D denote the rate of change of systematic bias between two velocity fields based on different reference frames, while Ñ S in Equation (5) represents the systematic bias of two vertical velocity fields. Therefore, the systematic bias and the rate of change of two vertical velocity fields can be resolved from the combination of Equations (4) X 2 is that obtained by SLR, the two vertical velocity fields can be imputed to the geocentric reference frame by adopting Equations (4) and (7) . Ignoring the impact of the rates of change of the rotation and translation parameters, the error equation can be given as follows: 
In addition, in order to analyse the difference between the SLR vertical reference frame and the other vertical velocity field, the fitting slopes of both results are calculated by the least squares linear fitting method using Equation (10) , and the correlation coefficients are compared using Equation (11) [19, 45] :
y " a¨x`b (10)
where x and y are the vertical velocities obtained by different space techniques, respectively, a and b are the fitting coefficientsand ρ xy is the correlation coefficient of the two results. By using the fitting function and correlation, it is possible to analyse not only the difference between the vertical velocities obtained by SLR and the other technique, but also the consistency between velocity fields after correction by the systematic model, and then, by analysis and discussion, the reasonableness of taking the SLR vertical velocity as the reference frame of vertical crustal movement can be determined.
Data
The data used herein come from the ITRF, including the SLR, VLBI and GPS site coordinates and velocity fields in the ITRF2005 and ITRF2008 series, whose reference epochs are 2000.0 and 2005.0, respectively, solved by each data analysis centre. The following data sequence can be found on the official website of ITRF [46] .
The SLR velocity field is chosen from the During data preprocessing, the following aspects are mainly considered: (1) whether the variance of station velocity of each component is better than 3 mm/yr; (2) whether the station is located in the border zone of the deformation plate or the internal plate's apparent tectonic deformation zone; (3) whether the three components of the co-located site's velocity remain in the same direction and of the same order of magnitude. By comprehensive application of the above criteria, the precision and stability of selected stations and co-located observations can be initially determined.
Resultsand Analysis
According to the above methods and observation data, the co-located sites (numbers of co-location sites shown in Tables 5-8 ) of SLR, GPS and VLBI in different reference frames were selected, and then, the definition of the reference frame of global vertical crustal movements was studied by using the SLR vertical velocity in ITRF2008, which we defined as the SLR vertical reference frame (SVRF). The systematic bias between the SVRF and vertical velocities of GPS and VLBI, respectively obtained by using Equations (4), (5) and (7), namely the rate of change of transformation between them, is shown in Tables 1-4 .
In order to analyse the difference between SVRF and another vertical velocity, the method of linear regression analysis is adopted to resolve the regression coefficients between them. The fitting slopes and regression coefficients between the vertical velocities of SVRF, GPS and VLBI can be solved by using Equations (10) and (11), and the results are shown in Tables 5-8 along with the fitting slope (a, b) and the regression coefficients between SVRF and the other velocity field before and after correction. Table 1 . The rates of change of transformation parameters: ITRF2008_GNSS/SLR vertical reference frame (SVRF).
Translations (mm/yr)
Rotations (mas/yr) Scale (10´9/yr) Table 3 . The rates of change of transformation parameters: ITRF2005_GPS/SVRF.
Translations (mm/yr) Rotations (mas/yr) Scale (10´9/yr)
. From the above Tables about the rates of change of transformation parameters, it can be seen that the systematic bias between the SVRF, VLBI and GPS velocities is very small, and the rate of change of transformation parameters is almost focused in the order of millimetres per year; the rotation parameters are milliarcseconds;and the scale parameter is smaller, as well: basically in the order of 10´1 1 . Overall, the above obtained systematic biases are different in size and direction, which indicates that the reference frame of vertical crustal movement indeed does not unify the vertical velocities given by each data analysis centre. Comparing the systematic differences of Tables 1 and 3 it can be shown that the reference datum of vertical crustal movements differs even with the same observation techniques at different observation epochs and time spans, and the same analysis results are obtained by comparing Table 2 to Table 4 .
From the above Tables about the fitting slope and correlation coefficient, the correlation coefficient has been improved after systematic bias correction; that is to say, the fitting degree between the SVRF and the vertical velocity of each technique after correction is better than before. In addition, we give an example to show the difference between them. Table 9 shows the comparison between SVRF and the velocity of ITRF2008_GNSS, as well as those corrections after systematic bias, respectively. Figure 1 shows the difference between the ITRF2008_GNSS vertical-velocity field and SVRF before and after systematic bias correction, where the left side is the difference between the SVRF and ITRF2008_GNSS velocity field, and the right is the difference after systematic bias correction in the corresponding representation. It can be seen from the above results that after the correction of systematic bias in the whole station, the consistency between SLR and the corresponding station's vertical velocities is getting better. While the consistency of some stations isgetting worse, which indicates that, on the one hand, a difference between SLR and the other technique really exists, on the other hand, the process of solving systematic bias may also bring certain rounding errors. dicates that the reference frame of vertical crustal movement indeed does not unify the vertic locities given by each data analysis centre. Comparing the systematic differences of Tables 1 and can be shown that the reference datum of vertical crustal movements differs even with the sam servation techniques at different observation epochs and time spans, and the same analysis resul e obtained by comparing Table 3 to Table 7 . From the above Tables about the fitting slope and correlation coefficient , the correlatio efficient has been improved after systematic bias correction; that is to say, the fitting degre tween the SVRF and the vertical velocity of each technique after correction is better than before. dition, we give an example to show the difference between them. Table 9 shows the compariso tween SVRF and the velocity of ITRF2008_GNSS, as well as those corrections after systematic bia spectively. Figure 1 shows the difference between the ITRF2008_GNSS vertical-velocity field an RF before and after systematic bias correction, where the left side is the difference between th RF and ITRF2008_GNSS velocity field, and the right is the difference after systematic bi rrection in the corresponding representation. It can be seen from the above results that after th rrection of systematic bias in the whole station, the consistency between SLR and th rresponding station's vertical velocities is getting better. While the con sistency of som e statio etting worse, which indicates that, on the one hand, a difference between SLR and the oth chnique really exists, on the other hand, the process of solving systematic bias may also brin rtain rounding errors. Figure 1 . Diffe re nces be twee n the ITRF2008_GNSS vertical-ve locity fie ld and the SLR ve rtical re fe re nce frame (SVRF) be fore (blue ) and afte r (ye llow) systematic bias correction. The reference frame's origin established by the SLR technique is defined relative to the Earth CM by taking the three first-order coefficients of the Earth's gravitational field model as zero, so the observation of SLR is truly with respect to the Earth CM. From the basic principles of geodetic VLBI, VLBI is a pure geometric measurement, which is not sensitive to the Earth's CM. In establishing the VLBI reference frame, the origin is typically determined through the co-location of the SLR station's coordinates and relative baseline vector; that is to say, the reference frame-based VLBI technique is not truly relative to the Earth's CM. Although high-precision GPS is a relative measurement, it is also solved by taking the Earth's gravitational field's three first-order coefficients as zero to ensure that the station coordinates are relative to the centre of the Earth. Therefore, in another sense, the reference frame established by the GPS technique is relative to the centre of the Earth, but it is not as direct as SLR; and the accuracy of the geocentric position obtained from GPS is not as good as SLR either [38] . Compared tothe SLR technique, the deficiencies in solar radiation pressure modelling of GNSS techniques affect the GNSS-derived geocenter series, especially the Z component [36, 47] . Otherwise, the uncalibrated satellite antenna phase centre offsets of GNSS techniques are a major error source for the scale determination of the reference frame [36, 48] .
In summary, when taking the SLR vertical movement as the global reference frame of vertical crustal motion, the systematic bias between the SVRF and other velocity fields is relatively small. SLR is one of the most accurate space techniques for monitoring the geocentric motion, and it can directly measure the ground station's geocentric coordinate and velocity relative to the centre of the Earth's mass. Therefore, it is feasible to take the vertical velocity of the SLR technique obtained as a reference frame of vertical crustal motion for study, as it has the most direct geophysical significance and geometric meaning. Furthermore, with the progress of the SLR space observation technique, the precision and number of observations are constantly improving, and simultaneously, the station's velocity field in the framework of ITRF2008 is based on the time series, so it is currently a reasonable and feasible implementation to take the SLR vertical velocity field as the unified global reference frame of vertical crustal movement.
Conclusions
Vertical crustal movement affects people's living environment; therefore, it is of far-reaching importance to study and unify its reference frame on a global scale. This paper started from the feasibility of establishing a unified global vertical reference frame for crustal motion and then analysed and discussed the proposed method of taking the SLR vertical movement as the vertical reference frame, which was verified by the corresponding measured data. The conclusions are as follows:
The SLR technique is carried out by observing the distance from the ground station to the satellite to obtain the station's location with respect to the centre of the Earth's mass; namely, the ground station's geocentric coordinate can be directly measured by the SLR technique, and thus, the station's vertical velocity obtained by the SLR technique is relative to the centre of the Earth's mass. Therefore, it is feasible to define the SLR vertical velocity field in the framework of ITRF2008 as the global reference frame of vertical crustal movement, which contains more extensive geophysical information, has a developed and improved characteristics, is directly relative to the centre of the Earth's mass, and so on. In addition, the origin of the ITRF2008 framework is defined by using SLR data, so it is convenient and easier to unify the station's coordinate frame and the vertical movement's framework. Furthermore, Crespi et al. [26] underlined the unbreakable link between geodesy and geophysics; that is to say, geodesy requires the best models to explain geophysical phenomena, while geophysical models require continuous analysis of space geodetic observations. The SLR vertical reference frame is merged with both the geophysical meanings and geodetic observations, and thus, here, we recommend taking the SLR vertical velocity under ITRF2008 as the global reference frame of vertical crustal movement. In this paper, it is verified as the reference frame by using ITRF velocity field data. Because ITRF has already made internal integration of frames when implemented [6] , the systematic bias solved here is smaller. In future work, we will use other forms of data to check whether the above method is reasonable or not, such as data from analysis centres on the world and solved in each of their frameworks. There is a referenced value, and the significance for the establishment of a unified global or regional reference frame of vertical crustal movements by the above systematically expounded related methods.
